[Event-related negativity and alpha band desynchronization in motor reactions].
The foreperiod of a motor reaction to an impending stimulus is accompanied by a slow negative wave of the event-related potential, the "contingent negative variation" (CNV), when the imperative stimulus follows at a fixed interval to a warning stimulus. Using similar experimental paradigms, an event-related desynchronization (ERD) in the alpha range occurs indicating cortical activation before and during motor acts. Both EEG-parameters were quantified for four subjects using the following experimental design: One second after a non-informative warning signal (WS) a cue was presented that indicated by which hand the subject had to respond quickly after presentation of a reaction stimulus (RS); subjects were requested to respond by pressing a button with their left or right thumb. EEG-signals were recorded unipolarly from 17 electrodes. Average ERPs and ERD were computed for all electrode sites for trials with left and right hand movements, respectively, and topographically displayed in simultaneous amplitude and ERD-maps. CNV and ERD could be observed simultaneously over similar brain regions, namely central over the motor cortex, frontal with possible location over the supplementary motor area (SMA) and also covering the parietal region. While the CNV had a interindividually different and wide distribution, the ERD calculated for the upper alpha band mapped focally over the electrode sites C3 and C4 overlaying primary sensorimotor structures, with a contralateral dominance. In contrast to the negativity which is terminated following delivery of the response stimulus, the ERD persisted during the motor reaction showing a similar pattern some hundreds of milliseconds before and after movement onset.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)